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Abstract 
The clique graph kG of a graph G is the intersection graph of the family of all maximal com-- 
plete subgraphs of G. The iterated clique graphs k"G are defined by k°G = G and k ~+ I G --kk"G 
A graph G is said to be k-divergent if [V(k"G)I tends to infinity with n. We provide examples 
of k-divergent graphs such that the diameters of the iterated clique graphs also tend to infinity 
with n. Furthermore, the sizes of the cliques and even the chromatic numbers remain bounded 
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1. In t roduct ion  
The clique graph kG of  a graph G has as vertices the cliques (maximal com- 
plete subgraphs) of  G, and two different cliques of  G are adjacent in kG if and only 
if they share some common vertex. The iterated clique graphs knG, which consti- 
tute our subject, are defined by k°G=G and kn+lG=kknG; they were introduced 
by Hedetniemi and Slater in [9], where they proved in particular that kZG-~ G when- 
break ever G has neither triangles nor terminal vertices. Iterated clique graphs have 
been studied in several papers [ 1 - 7, 9,11 - 15,17-23,25]. E. Prisner's monograph [24, 
p. 32] sheds light both on the special role played by iterated clique graphs within the 
more general framework of  Graph Dynamics and on the importance of the diameter 
for this kind of  studies. 
Graphs behave in a variety of  ways under the iterates of  the clique operator k, 
the main distinction being between k-convergence and k-divergence. The graph G is 
said to be k-null (clique-null), or to converoe to the one-vertex graph, if k"G is the 
trivial graph Kl for some n, as clearly happens for the path G = P,+l of length n. 
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More generally, G is said to converqe to a circuit, or to be eventually k-periodic, 
if k"G ~-kmG for some pair of non-negative integers n <m. Escalante [6] constructed 
examples of k-periodic graphs G of any period p>~ 1, that is, kPG~-G but knG~G 
for l ~<n < p. An easy example of a k-periodic graph of period 1 (or k-invariant graph) 
is any cycle Ct where t > 3. The cube and the dodecahedron have period 2. 
It is easy to see that if G is not eventually k-periodic (or k-converqent ) then it has to 
be k-diverqent in the sense that the sequence of the orders o(knG) tends to infinity with 
n. The converse of this clearly holds, and an equivalent condition is that the sequence 
of the orders is not bounded from above. The existence problem for k-divergent graphs 
was posed by Escalante and the first examples, the octahedral graphs, were obtained by 
Neumann-Lara. For any m ~> 3, denote by 6,,, the m-dimensional octahedron, which as 
a graph is the complement of a 1-factor of the complete graph K2,~,. Then k6m ~- C2,,, , 
and hence ~c~,, is k-divergent. The theory of expansive 9raphs and the retraction the- 
orem (see [17, 18,20]) yield a large family of k-divergent graphs, all of them sharing 
with the octahedra the superexponential nature of the growth of the sequence of the 
orders. Polynomial (even linear) growth k-divergent graphs were only recently known 
to exist (see [14]); our graphs in this paper will also be of linear growth. 
The study of the behaviour of the diameter for iterated clique graphs was initiated by 
Hedman in [ 11 ] and has been pursued in [2, 3, 5,12,21 ]. Hedman showed in [ 11 ] that 
d(kG) is equal either to d(G) or to d(G) i  1, so in particular d(k"G)<~d(G)+ n for 
all n. He constructed examples of graphs HI with d(kHi ) = d(Hi ) + 1 and raised the 
question whether there existed graphs H2 with d(k2H2)= d(H2)+2. Hedman asked also 
[10] for the existence of (necessarily k-divergent) graphs G such that the sequence of 
diameters d(k~G) tends to infinity with n; let us call dk-diverqent those graphs which 
satisfy this condition. 
In [21], Peyrat et al. reported the existence of graphs H~ with d(knH,,)=d(H,,)+ n 
for n = 2, 3 and 4, and conjectured their existence for all n. With regard to Hedman's 
second problem, they expressed their belief in the non-existence of dk-divergent graphs. 
This seemed quite plausible: there were not only the difficulties found in [21] to make 
the diameter increase even five times in a row, but also what was known of the 
examples appeared to insinuate that non-existence: for instance, the diameter of all 
the octahedra Cm is 2, for the polynomial growth examples of [14] the diameter also 
remains constant and for chordal graphs, studied by Chen and Lih in [5], the diameter 
decreases at each iteration of k (see also [3, 12]). Thus, it was surprising to find out 
that dk-divergent graphs do exist after all. 
For each pair of integers r>~s>~4 we will present in this paper an example of a dk- 
divergent graph G(r,s). In addition to solving Hedman's problem, these graphs also 
settle a related problem of [19]. Recall that the clique number ~o(G) is the maximum 
order of a clique of G, and let us say that G is ~ok-diverqent (resp. o~k-bounded) if 
the sequence of the clique numbers ~o(k"G) tends to infinity with n (resp. remains 
bounded from above). The question was raised in [19] whether k-divergence implies 
~ok-divergence. This turns out to be false, since the graphs G(r,s) are k-divergent 
but they are cok-bounded. This is a stronger property of the graphs G(r,s), for we 
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shall prove that for k-divergent graphs, u)k-boundedness implies dk-divergence but not 
conversely. Our examples even enjoy a seemingly stronger property: denoting by 7, the 
chromatic number they are, in the obvious sense, /k-bounded. Since ~,)~<7., it is plain 
that 7k-boundedness implies cok-boundedness, but the converse seems doubtful if we 
recall that Mycielski [16] has constructed graphs with u ) -2  and arbitrarily high 7~. 
We are glad to mention that our participation in the Seminario de Combinatoria y
Geometria of our Institute at UNAM stimulated our interest in toroidal graphs. 
The first-named author wishes to express his gratitude to he who introduced him to 
this beautiful and challenging subject: the other author. 
2. Our example and the description of its iterated clique graphs 
The smallest of our examples is the graph G(4,4) of order 16 and size 48 which is 
depicted below with the hexadecimal digits as labels. It is not a planar graph because 
in this picture equally labelled vertices have to be identified, but it can be drawn in a 
toms: in fact, G(4,4) is the 1-skeleton of a very symmetric triangulation of the toms. 
0 - - I  2 - -3  0 
4 - -5  - -6  - -7  - -4  
I \ l \ l \ l \ l  
8 - -9  - -A  - -B  - -8  
I \ I \ I \ I \ L  
CID- -E IF - -C  
[ \ I \ IhE \ I  
0 1 l  - -2  13  - -0  
If r>~s~>4, the graph G(r,s) is constructed in the same way, but instead of a picture 
of 4 by 4 squares we need one of r by s squares. The order of  G(r,s) is rs, and its 
size is 3rs. 
Since r>>,s>~4, the only triangles of G--= G(r,s) are those seen as such in the corre- 
sponding picture: the faces of the torus triangulation; they are clearly the cliques of G, 
and they are twice as numerous as the vertices of  G. At any vertex v, there are in the 
picture two triangles having their right angle at c; for instance at v=A C V(G(4,4)) 
we have the triangles T= {A,B, 6} and -T= {A,9, E}. If we paint blue a triangle 7- 
and red the triangle -T  which has its right angle at the same vertex as T, then there 
is a unique and obvious way of coloring the triangles of G with these two colors in 
such a manner that triangles sharing some edge receive different colors. Two different 
triangles of the same color have a non-empty intersection if and only if the vertices at 
their right angles are neighbours in G, and in consequence the cliques of  each color 
induce a subgraph of kG which is isomorphic to G. Before describing the edges that 
join blue vertices to red vertices in kG, let us introduce a coordinatization for the 
vertices of G. 
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For the graph G(4,4) of the picture we can in an obvious way identify the vertices 
with the elements of Z4~]F4  : we  can take the origin at A=(0 ,0)  and agree that 
B=(1 ,0)  and 6=(0 ,  1). In the general case, V(G) will be identified with 2vr@7/s. 
We can now define the triangle T as T = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1 )} and -T  gets its algebraic 
meaning: -T  = { - t  [ t E T}. In any graph, the closed neighbourhood of a vertex v is 
the set N[v] whose elements are v and its neighbours. Let us observe that the set 
E0 = T - T = {t - t' I t, t' E T} is the closed neighbourhood N[(0, 0)] of the origin, and 
that with its aid we can redefine the graph G= G(r,s) as that graph on the vertex 
set V(G) = 7/r @ Zs such that two different vertices x, y E 7/r @ 77s are adjacent if and 
only if y -x  E E0. With this definition it is clear that for any fixed z E V(G) the 
translation zz which sends any vertex v to zz(v)=z + v is an automorphism of G and 
also, since -E0 = - (T - T )=E0,  the inversion a at the origin, which sends v to 
-v ,  is an automorphism of G. The blue triangles are just the translates x + T of the 
triangle T for x E V(G), the red ones are those of the form x - T and our previous 
claim that the cliques of each color induce in kG subgraphs isomorphic to G translates 
into saying that for any x, yE V(G) we have that (x + T)N(y + T)#O~:~ y -x  E 
Eo= T -  T ce~(x- T)M(y -  T )#0.  
The connections between blue and red vertices in kG can also be described alge- 
braically in terms of T: if x, y E V(G), then (x + T) N (y - T) # 0 ~ y - x E T + T. 
Let us put EL =T+ T; in the picture for G(4,4), EL = {A, B, 8, 6, 7, 2} and it is clear 
that the only red triangles that share some vertex with the blue triangle T are those 
having their right angles at the vertices in EL. If  we put E_ L = -E~,  then we also have 
(x - T) f3 (y + T) # 0 ¢* y - x E E_ L, so if we agree to write x0 = x + T and Xl = x - T, 
then kG can be described as having vertex set V(kG)= {xi Ix E V(G), i E {0, 1}}, and 
two different vertices xi, yj E V(kG) are adjacent if and only if y - x E Ej-i. We can 
denote by Go and GL the blue and red induced subgraphs of kG, which are both iso- 
morphic to G and whose vertex sets are now described as V(Gi)={xi Ix E V(G)}, 
i=0,1 .  
Instead of proceeding now to calculate the second clique graph k2G, and then k3G, 
and so on, we will finish this section by just quickly describing these graphs for 
motivational purposes. In the next section we will define a family of graphs G n (n >t O) 
for which it will be clear that G o ~ G, and then we will prove that kG n ~ G "+L . As we 
have seen, the vertex set of kG is the disjoint union of the vertex sets of the induced 
subgraphs Go and GL, each isomorphic to G, similarly, the second clique graph k2G is 
made up of three disjoint copies Go, GL, G2 of the original G. Both subgraphs of k2G 
induced by V(Go) U V(GL ) and V(GI ) U V(G2) are isomorphic to kG, which essentially 
means that the connections between vertices of G~ and Gj for consecutive i and j are 
still controlled by the sets EL and E- I .  A vertex x0 E V(Go) and another yz E V(G2) 
will be adjacent if and only if y -  x E E2 = P + T, where P = {(1, 1 )}; for instance, in 
our picture for G(4,4), P= {7} and so Ez =P + T= {7,4,3}. The third clique graph 
k3G will be made up of four disjoint copies Go, GL, G2, G3 of the original G, and now 
the subgraphs panned by the first three and the last three copies will be isomorphic to 
k2G; the new feature for k3G will be that a vertex x0 E V(Go) and another Y3 E V(G3) 
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will be adjacent if and only if y - x E E3 = P + P, so the only neighbour of xo E V(Go ) 
in the last copy G3 is (x+(2,2))3 E V(G3). The fourth clique graph k4G is made up of 
five disjoint copies Go, G1, G2, G3, G4 of the original G, and again the first four copies, 
as well the last four, span a subgraph of k4G which is isomorphic to the previous 
clique graph k3G, but now there are no edges of k4G joining vertices of Go with 
vertices of G4: this means that E4 = 0. From this point on, only a new copy of the 
original G is gained at each succesive iteration of the clique operator: for any n ~>4, 
k~G can be described by just saying that it is composed of n + 1 disjoint and linearly 
ordered copies Go, G1 . . . . .  G~ of G in such a way that any four consecutive copies span 
a subgraph isomorphic to k3G. 
The strongest claim made about G in the introduction can already be deduced from 
this description. No matter how large n is, the chromatic number of knG is at most 
4~(G). Indeed, if we consider a (proper) coloring of the vertices of the first copy Go 
with x(G) dark colors, we can repeat his coloring in GI but using now lighter hues 
of the same colors; for G2 and G3, use again lighter and lighter hues; now G4 can be 
colored with the same hues as Go, G5 with those of GI, and so on. We have remarked 
that this implies that G is o~k-bounded, but from our description of the cliques of k"G 
is the next section it will follow directly that co(k"G)=8 for all n~>3. We will later 
prove that ~ok-boundedness implies dk-divergence, but it is also clear from our above 
description of k"G that any path from the first copy Go to the last one G, must have 
length at least I~], so G is dk-divergent. 
3. The graph G n and its clique graph kG" ~ G "+1 
From the preceeding sections, we only need to recall that V(G)= Z~ @Z~ witlh 
r~s>~4, that T = {(0,0),(1,0),(0, 1)} C V(G), that E0 = T - T, and that two different 
vertices x, y E V(G) are adjacent if and only if y - x E E0. 
Put P = {(1, 1 )} and define Ej ( j  E 77) as follows: E1 = T+ T, E2 = P+ T, E3 = P+P,  
Ej = 0 for j > 3, and Ej = - E_j for j < 0. 
Fix, for this whole section, a non-negative integer n. We will define a graph G ~', 
where n is an upper index, not an exponent. The vertex set of G n is V(G n) = V(G) x 
{0 .. . . .  n} × {n}, but the more compact notation x," = (x, i, n)E V(G ~) will be used. By 
definition, two different vertices x~, y~ E V(G ~) are adjacent if and only if y-x  E Ej_,. 
Since Ej = - E_j for all j E 2v, the adjacency relation is symmetric and hence G ~ is a 
(finite, unoriented, simple) graph. Clearly, G O ~ G. 
For any fixed i E {0 . . . . .  n}, denote by G~ the subgraph of G n induced by the vertices 
of the form x~ with x E V(G). It is clear that V(G") is the disjoint union of the vertex 
sets of the n + 1 subgraphs G~, and that each of these is isomorphic to G. I f j  E Z but 
j~  {0 . . . . .  n}, we define G~ to be the empty graph. A set A C_ V(G") will be said to be 
homogeneous if A C V(G~) for some j E Z. We will use the following notation for ho- 
mogeneous subsets of V(G~): i fX  c V(G) and j E ~, then Xj " = {x7 I x EX} C_ V(GT); 
note that for any X this is empty if j ~ {0 . . . . .  n}. 
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For any set A of vertices of a given graph, the intersection N[A] of all the closed 
neighbourhoods N[a] (aEA)  will be called the common (closed) neighbourhood of 
A. It will turn out that the cliques of G" are the common neighbourhoods of the 
homogeneous triangles. Let us begin with the homogeneous positive (or blue) triangles. 
Proposition 3.1. Let i E {0 . . . . .  n} and x E V(G). Then 
N[(x + T)'/] = (x - P);  2 U (x - T)'/: 1 U (x + T)'/U (x + P)'i+l 
and this is a clique of  G'. 
Proof. For any vertex z E V(G), consider the mapping z= from V(G n) to itself that 
sends any vertex v in to z_-,~v"i, ~ = (z + v)]. This is a bijection with inverse z_7._ If  v~' and 
w~ are adjacent, then (z + w) -  (z + v )=w-  v~E/_ i ,  so z~(v~') and z-'(W~) are also 
adjacent. It follows that all the translations z= are automorphisms of G n, and that it 
n n n will suffice to show that N[T/"] =-P , -2  U - T/' I U T i UP,.+ I and that this is a clique 
of G". 
I f  jET /  and AC_ V(Gn), let us denote Nj[A]=N[A]N V(GT), so this is the set of 
common neighbours of A which lie in the j-th copy G'~ Since N[A] is the disjoint ]"  
union of all the Nj[A], in order to prove the above decomposition of N[~ n] one has 
n __  n n n n to show that Ni[T i ] - -T  i , Ni I [T , " ]=-T  i j, N/_2[T,"]=-P,  2, Ni+I[T/ ']=Pi+I,  and 
Nj[Ti" ] = (3 for j ¢ {i - 2, i - 1, i, i -4- 1}. All these are trivial verifications. For instance 
the first equality just says that Ti" is a clique of GF: indeed, Ti" C_ Ni[Ti" ] because T/" 
is complete, but if this inclusion were strict a further vertex of Gj' could be added to 
Ti n without losing completeness, which is impossible. The second equality only needs 
proof for i>~ 1, and it is a consequence of the following fact about E - i  =- (T  + T): 
the intersection of the three sets x + E - l ,  where x C T, is just -T .  In order to see 
this, one can put a mark at the six vertices of E_I ,  then a new mark at the vertices 
of (0, 1 ) + E_ i (which is just the one step upwards translate of E_ 1 ) and finally put 
a third mark at the vertices of (1 ,0 )+E 1: the vertices with all the three marks are 
just those of -T .  
In order to show that N[T/'] is a clique of G n, it is clearly enough to prove that it 
is complete, and for this we will use the facts that if both A and ~[A]  are complete, 
then A UNj[A] is complete, and that ~.[A UB]=Ni[A]r~.[B] .  This part of the proof 
consists also of trivial verifications, but one beholds a nice procession of small mira- 
cles. For the first step we know already that T/' and N/_ I[T, n] =-T,.n 1 are complete, so 
-Tin l U Ti n is complete. For the second step we know that Ni_z[Ti n] = -P," 2 and we 
will use the new fact that N/_l [ -T j  n] =-p / ' - l .  Thus, Ni_2[-Ti" I u Ti n] =Ni_2[-Tinl]  
A N/-2[T, n] = -P f -2  A -P f2  = -1°/"-2 and then -P i  n z U -T f_  1 U T, n is complete. For the 
third step assume first, for the sake of clearness, that i>~2: using that Ni+l[Tin]=Pi'~t 
and the new facts that, for any j c (0 .. . .  ,n}, N j+3[ -~ n] = Pj+3 and Nj+2[-Tf ]  = P;~+2, 
n __  I t  ?1 __  n we obtain that Ni+l[-Pi  2 U -- TiLl U Tin]--P/+l TIP/+ 1NP/+ 1 --~+1. If  i=  1, Ni+l 
[-P,'L2] is possibly not equal to P,~l, but to the whole Gi"+l , and for i=  0 the same 
also happens for Ni+l [-Ti  n 2]; nevertheless, ince N,.+I [T/'] = Pi"~l always, we conclude 
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all the same that N[Ti" ] = -~"  2 U - T," ~ U ~" up;~ 1 is complete and hence it is a 
clique of G". 
In order to investigate now the common neighbourhoods of  the negative (or rcd) 
homogeneous triangles, let us consider the mapping a from V(G") to itself that sends 
. . . . .  " which is a self-inverse bijection. If c!' and w, are any vertex h to a(v ; ' )= G i, , " 
adjacent, then w-vcE i_ i ,  so ( -w) - (  v)~E i  / E(,, i> i,,.i) and thus or(el' ) and 
a(w~') are also adjacent, which of course shows that a is an automorphism of G". 
Let j C {0 . . . . .  n} and put i = n- j .  Then N[ -  T/'] = N[cr(T/' )] = cr(N[T/']) - -P,I '  <~ ~) 
U T l :~iUTi ;~( i_ l )UPt i ' ( i _2)  ~ Pf l  U ~"UT/~il UPf{k2. We conclude that N[-T/~] 
is the already known clique N[T/!~I] for je  {0 . . . . .  n -  1}, but for j=n  we have a 
new clique N[-T,I '  ] =-P , I ' - I  U-T, I '  d T,I!_ 1UP, I' ~ - (=  P,;'I U-T,; ') .  This is indeed a 
clique because it equals ~(N[T(I']) and N[T~I ~] is a clique of G' .  Using the translations 
r,- for xCV(G) ,  we obtain that all the sets of the form (x -P ) ; i  iU(x T) ; iU(xq 
T)[i_ I U (x 4 -pv '  are cliques of G" Note that these latter are new cliques, but that 
they afford a description identical to that of  the previously known cliques of G", an(] 
hence the complete description of the common neighbourhoods of the homogeneous 
triangles of G" is the Following: 
Let xC V(G) and let iE{O . . . . .  mn + 1}. Then we will denote by Q;I, the clique 
Q!' =(x  P),!' 2U(x-T) ; ' _  1U(x+ T); 'U(x+P), ! ' .  I/ . v  
Proposition 3.2. The sets Q~I,- with x E V(G) and i E {0 . . . . .  n .n+ 1 } are all the cliques 
of  G". 
Proof. It will be enough to show that each clique Q of G" contains a homogeneous 
triangle ,Y-, for from Q D.7  it follows that Q =N[Q]  c_ N[#-] and since this latter is 
also a clique, we must have Q = N[ J ] .  If m and M are the minimum and the maximum 
indices j such that Q N V(GS')¢ ~, we must have that 0 ~<M-  m ~ 3. Taking t = M-m,  
we may assume that Q is contained in V(G6')U .. .  U V(G[') and that it contains some 
vertices both in G[] and G/': indeed, the subgraphs of k"G induced by any t consecutiw." 
copies GS' are clearly all isomorphic. 
Put Qi = Q N V(GI') and note that Q= Q0 u -.. u Qt and that Q~ c_ N/[Qi] for ever?< 
pair i , j ¢  {0 . . . . .  t}. We know that both Q0 and Q, are non-empty and that 0~<t ~<3. 
If t 3, then both Q0 and Qt must contain exactly one vertex, for the edges of G" 
that join G('~ and G"3 form a matching between these two subgraphs. Since E~ = {(2, 2)} 
we can assume after using some translation r, that Q()=-P~I' and Q~-  p~". Since 
Qe c N2[-P¢I'] = ~ '  and Ql C_N l [p ( ] - -T{ ' ,  we see that Q is contained in the clique 
Q~./0.o) and hence Q=Q'2.(o,o) (in particular, Q~ T~"). 
If t = 2, we can assume that Q0 contains exactly one vertex. Indeed, if Q0 has at lcas~ 
two vertices x ,y  c V(GD'), then N2[x] N~[y] ,  being the intersection of two different 
blue triangles in G~", contains at most one vertex and then Qt contains exactly one 
vertex; but then it would follow that a(Q) has precisely one vertex in its leftmost non.- 
empty homogeneous part. After some translation, we can now assume that Qo ....... P(,' 
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and then Q2 C N2[-P~]=T~. It follows that -T~ =NI[T~]qNI[Q2], but since also 
-T~ C_NI[-P~] =NI[Qo] and Q is a clique, we must have -T~ C_ Q. 
I f  t = 1, we will consider two cases. I f  one of Qo, Q1 contains exactly one vertex, 
we can assume, using a and the translations % if necessary, that Q0 = {(0, 0)} and 
then QI must be a complete subgraph of (T + T)~; were Ql contained in one of 
the three positive (blue) triangles contained in (T + T)~, it would follow that Qo 
is one of the negative triangles (x-T)~) with x E -T  and this is a contradiction; we 
deduce that Q1 = (P -T)~ since this is the only complete subgraph of (T + T)~ which 
is not contained in those positive triangles. If  neither of Q0, QI contains exactly one 
vertex, we show that the case in which both Q0 and Q1 contain exactly two vertices 
is impossible. Indeed, if Qt contains exactly two vertices, there is a unique positive 
triangle of G~ which contains Q1 and we can suppose that Ql c_ T~, but then it would 
follow that Qo =-To  ~. 
If  t = 0, it is immediate that also n = 0, and for G O TM G we know that the cliques 
are triangles. [] 
Theorem 3.3. For any n>,O we have kG ~ ~- G ~+1. 
Proof. Let rpn : V(kG ~) --+ V(G "+1 ) be defined by qgn(Qin, x )=x n+l for all x E V(G) and 
i E {0 . . . . .  n, n + 1 }. This is clearly a bijection, and in order to show that ~Pn defines an 
isomorphism of graphs ~Pn :kG n ---+ G ~+1 we only need to check that QT, x N Q~,y ~ O if 
and only if x7 +1 and y~+l are adjacent in G n+l, which by definition is equivalent to 
y-x  E Ej_g. Recall that 
Qinx = (x - P)L2 U (x -T )n l  U (x -+- r )  n u (x 4- p)in+l, 
Q~,y = (Y - P)]-2 U (y -T)7_  l U (y + T)7 O (y + P)~+~. 
We can clearly assume that i ~<j and, since j - 2 > i ÷ 1 iff j - i > 3 and in this 
case QT, x fq Q~,y = 0 and [x~ +1, y~+l] f~E(G~+I ), we need only consider the four cases 
j = i,i + 1,i + 2,i + 3. For each of these cases, we will write down in terms of i 
the relevant part of Q~y followed by the list of those conditions whose disjunction 
is equivalent to Qi",x N Q~",y ~ O. It will then be clear that Qinx I"1Q}n,y gk O if and only if 
y-x  E Ej-i. 
j : i: Qjn, y : (y _ p)i~_2 U (y-T)~_~ U (y + T)~ U (y + P)~+l. 
j= i+ 
(a) (y -- P)n_ 2 fq (x - P)in2 ¢ 0 ('#:> i E {2 . . . . .  n + 1} & y--x = (0, 0) E Eo) 
(b) (y -  T)7_ 1 n(x-T)~_ 1 ¢0  (<=>iE {1 . . . . .  n + 1} & y--xE T -T=Eo)  
(c) (y+ r )nN(x  + T)~. ¢O (¢:>iE {0 . . . . .  n} & y -xET-T=Eo)  
(d) (y + e)~+~ n(x +P)~+I ¢0 (¢*iE{0 . . . . .  n} & y -x=(O,O)EEo)  
1: Q~ny =(y_p)~_~ U(y-T)7 U(y + T)i"+~ U ...  
(a) (Y -P )~- I  n(x-T),"_~ #O (¢*iC{1 . . . . .  n} & y -xCP-TgE1)  
(b) (y -  T) n n(x  + T)i n G0 (¢~iE {0 . . . . .  n} & y--xE r + T=E1)  
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(c) (y+ T)in+l n(x-[-P)n+l :~0 (¢~iE {0 . . . . .  n -  1} & y-xEP-TC_E~)  
j ~  • . ? /  _ _  r/  . , t+2.Q j ,~ ,=(y -P ) ' /u (y  T)i+IU . 
(a) (y -P )TN(x+ T)~=/=0 (¢:~/E {0 .. . . .  n} & y- -xEP+ T=E2)  
(b) (y -  v)n+l n(x  +P)~+, ¢0  (¢¢'iE {0 . . . . .  n - 1} & y-xEP  + T=E2),  
j = i + 3: Q/".,, = (y-P):~+, u . . .  
(a) (y -P)i+l n(x  + P),~+l ¢0  (¢*iE {0 .. . . .  n - -  1} & y-xEP+P=E3) .  
D 
4. Concluding remarks 
If the natural number v = v(H) is an invariant (i.e. parameter) of graphs, we say that 
H is vk-divergent if limn~oo v(k"H) = cx~, and that H is vk-bounded if the sequence 
(v(k~H)) is bounded. We are only concerned here with v=o,d,~o,A and ~, which 
stand for the order, diameter, clique number, maximum valency and chromatic number, 
respectively. 
It is clear that vk-divergence implies vk-unboundedness and that vk-unboundedness 
implies ok-divergence, which is just k-divergence. Note also that ok-divergence coin- 
cides with ok-unboundedness. 
Lemma 4,1. H is Ak-bounded if and only if H is ook-bounded 
Proof. ~:  It follows from o9 ~< A + 1. 
~:  Let B be such that ~o(knH)<~B for all n, and assume that H is Ak-unbounded. 
Let n be such that there exists v E V(k"H) with valency val(v)>B 2. If ~ is the family 
of all the cliques of knH which contain v, then #(~)>B,  but ~ can be extended to 
a clique of kn+lH: a contradiction. [] 
Proposition 4.2. For H connected and ok-divergent we have: 
(1) I f  H is o)k-bounded, then it is dk-divergent. 
(2) I f  H is dk-bounded, then it is ogk-unbounded. 
Proof. Note first that H non-complete and connected implies o(H)< A(H) d(H)+l (non- 
v'd(H) A(H)i). Now both implications fol- sharp but trivial: A(H)~>2 =~ A(H)d("I+I> z_,i=0 
low from Lemma 4.1. [] 
Let us recall that the strong product of the graphs H and H / is the graph H [] H '  
with V(H [] H' )= V(H) × V(H') and in which to different pairs (hl,h~l) and (h2,h~) 
are adjacent if and only if hi and h2 are either adjacent or equal and also hll and 
h i are either adjacent or equal. This is the same as Berge's normal product used 
in [17] and the strong product used in [14]. By [17, Proposition 1] we know that 
k(H [] H ~) ~- kH [] kH'. For the table below we will also need: 
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Lemma 4.3. d(H [ ]  H '  ) = max { d(H),  d(H ' )  }. 
Let us call R the graph R=G(3 ,3)  studied in [14], and (9=~3 the octahedron, 
whose iterated clique graphs were mentioned in the introduction (see [6]). Let G be 
the dk-divergent graph G=G(4 ,4)  studied in the present work. The fol lowing table 
illustrates some possible kinds o f  behaviors for k-divergent graphs. 
Graph Growth ~ok-Bounded dk-Divergent 7k-Bounded 
(¢. Superexponential No No No 
R Linear No No No 
G Linear Yes Yes Yes 
G [] (/ Superexponential No Yes No 
G [] R Quadratic No Yes No 
Note that the last two examples show that neither 4.2.1 nor 4.2.2 can be reversed. 
In the forthcoming paper [15] we wil l  prove that all finite locally C6 graphs have a 
behaviour similar to that of  our graphs G(r,s). 
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